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The billion Singapore-dollar question
Economists are divided on what the central bank might decide in the upcoming April monetary 
policy statement. Here are the different scenarios they expect, and why. By Teh Shi Ning and Kelly Tay
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Reasons against: 
� Risks falling behind policy curve – less   
 flexibility to accommodate volatility 
� Could require further depletion of   
 reserves if S$NEER hits bottom of band

Reasons against: 
� Possible negative impact on exporters   
 from forex volatility

Reasons against:
� Would suggest that there are structural   
 economic concerns and send too dovish 
 a signal to the market after the recent   
 January move 
� Expansionary fiscal policy this year should   
 reduce the need for monetary easing

Reasons against in April: 
� There is broad agreement that   
 economic conditions do not warrant a   
 further reduction in the slope in April

 1: No change
Easing impact: None  
Central view of: 3 out of 13*
Barclays, Mizuho, OCBC

Reasons for:
Global growth and inflation prospects have not deteriorated 
further since MAS’s January move. 
� Growth: no evidence of fresh negative shocks to the economy
� Inflation: deflationary pressures are likely to be transient

 2: Widen band
Easing impact: Possible 
Central view of: 3 out of 13* 
Citi, Credit Suisse, HSBC 

Reasons for:   
Backdrop of rising economic risks and financial market volatility 
may prompt widening of the band, for more policy flexibility. 
� More uncertainty over growth: questions over whether weak   
 domestic data is structural or cyclical, how weaker China   
 growth will hit Singapore’s exports 
� Pre-emptive move against currency volatility: Likely US Federal   
 Reserve hike in interest rates later this year could strengthen 
 US dollar further

  3: Shift centre of band down 

Easing impact: Yes 
Central view of: 7 out of 13* 
ANZ, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Bank of Singapore, DBS, 
Nomura, Standard Chartered, UOB 

Reasons for:   
Recent downward pressure on the S$NEER (with estimates that 
it has breached the floor of the band) and weaker growth outlook. 
� Some say MAS has been running down its forex reserves   
 position to keep S$NEER within the current band and that   
 recentring it lower reduces the risk of further depletion 
� Others say weaker growth expectations and uncertainty 
 over the global growth outlook may justify easing

MAS’s off-cycle move in January: 
reduced slope of band 

Easing impact: Yes 
Typically, Singapore's central bank reviews monetary policy twice 
a year, in April and October. So the move in January was a rare 
and unscheduled one. 

Reasons for in January:   
� MAS said in January that falling global oil prices had significantly   
 shifted Singapore’s inflation outlook lower from what it was at   
 the previous Oct 2014 monetary policy statement
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